
 

Yaesu Vx3000 Software

By Alejandro Abreu e-mail: abreu69@yahoo.es September 19, 2015 Download The
VX-3000 Software. This free software contains the following features: All the

configurations are automaticaly saved into memory when the radio is ON. This saves the
computer's memory. The configurations are saved as text files into the directory: 32.

OSW01D Saving of the "SETUP" menu's configurations as text files in the directory: 32.
OSW01D/UI_Menu_SETUP_AFW.txt Saving of the "CHANNEL_LIST" menu's

configurations as text files in the directory: 32. OSW01D/CHANNEL_LIST.txt Saving
of the "FREQUENCY" menu's configurations as text files in the directory: 32.

OSW01D/FREQUENCY.txt Saving of the "UNTOUCHED" menu's configurations as
text files in the directory: 32. OSW01D/UNTOUCHED_menu.txt Saving of the

"SWITCH_DONE" menu's configurations as text files in the directory: 32.
OSW01D/SWITCH_DONE.txt Saving of the "SHOULD_UNLOCK" menu's

configurations as text files in the directory: 32. OSW01D/SHOULD_UNLOCK.txt
Saving of the "FREQ_TUNE" menu's configurations as text files in the directory: 32.

OSW01D/FREQ_TUNE.txt Saving of the "VOLUME_TUNE" menu's configurations as
text files in the directory: 32. OSW01D/VOLUME_TUNE.txt Saving of the

"SET_TUNE" menu's configurations as text files in the directory: 32.
OSW01D/SET_TUNE.txt Saving of the "FREQ_CHANGE" menu's configurations as

text files in the directory: 32. OSW01D/FREQ_CHANGE.txt Saving of the
"VOLUME_CHANGE" menu's configurations as text files in the directory: 32.

OSW01D/VOLUME_CHANGE.txt Saving of the "MUTE" menu's configurations as
text files in
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https://tiurll.com/2lzqgk


 

Hi, I'm trying to learn how to program my VX-3000. I've downloaded the manual that came with it and everything, but it only comes with one small booklet
that shows how to program it in. Hello, I purchased a VX-3045 UHF mobile radio in 2013. I noticed in the programming manual that I have that the
programming pins are accessible from the back panel of the radio. My radio has two rows of pins, does this mean that I should have to purchase a plug to
program the radio? I just want to confirm if the programming will work on my radio. Hi, I purchased a VX-3045 UHF mobile radio in 2013. I noticed in the
programming manual that I have that the programming pins are accessible from the back panel of the radio. My radio has two rows of pins, does this mean
that I should have to purchase a plug to program the radio? I just want to confirm if the programming will work on my radio. I have a Yaesu VX-3000T I
can't get the programming cable to work on it. When I plug in the programming cable it lights up, but I can't use the menu. It does not go to the menu at all,
it does not even move. After a while I unplug the programming cable and it turns off. Any ideas? A programming cable is needed for the VX-3000V
(Vertex) Hi, I am having a difficult time programming my VX-3000V. The pinout for the programming button looks like the pinout shown below. I am
unable to locate a programming cable anywhere. I have a set of 4 PIN cables and a single pin programming cable. Please provide a wiring diagram for the
programming cable. Any help would be appreciated. I would like to buy a custom programming cable. I have seen the one on the manual and it looks to be a
short, which is probably fine. But I was wondering if there were any other cables that are better. I was wondering if anyone knows if Yaesu, Uniden, or
Kenwood makes any custom cables. I know the sellers listed on this site sells them. Does anyone know? I can't find a wiring diagram. Hi, I have a Yaesu
VX-3000V (Vertex) and it is not working correctly. I was wondering if anyone knew if 4bc0debe42
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